
To: Mike Nolan 

 

 RE: Field trial hunt test gunning management process, document, and rule change: 

Unmet need: The spaniel field trial game currently has a need for documents and a transparent pro 
forma management process that provides for safe and effective gunning while being transparent 
that the responsibility, liability, and authority for this rests at the club level. The Current system and 
lack of documents puts unnecessary lability on the Parent club, the interclub safety chairs and the 
ESSFTA field VP and leaves a void where clubs feel the interclub safety chairs are managing safety, 
but this is not the documented case.  Regarding insurance against a claim to my knowledge none of 
the above individuals are provided insurance for this liability, rather the insurance exists at the club 
level. The interclub safety chair system, endorsed by the parent club puts the parent club in 
jeopardy as they prescribe to the clubs trained guns, gun captains and ratings of guns and it furthers 
the confusion regarding who should manage issues and how they should manage them.    In addition 
AKC Field trial rules and standard procedures for field trial Spaniels also states in chapter 6 section 5 
“All gun captains for AKC ESS field trials must be “graduates “of the ESSFTA gunning program.  In 
addition, all gunners must have passed an ESSFTA Gunning seminar.  The graduates will be listed 
with the ESSFTA Field vice president.”  The paragraph goes onto outline the existing process with 
regard to the interclub safety chairs.  This section of the book is one which would be difficulty for 
the Parent club to defend their position that they are not responsible for gunning or gunning 
incidents if a liability suit were launched.  It would not be difficult to show the absence of a gun 
captain training program, job description of management process that is central to all clubs.  The 
clubs and the individual Gun are ultimately responsible, and the system should work to make this 
transparent while still providing for safe and effective gunning.  This is possible in a framework used 
in most corporate compliance issues, one which provides an education program only and it is up to 
the individual to complete the program on a pass-fail basis.  The AKC uses such a program for field 
trial guns in the Labrador game where they also shoot live birds.  So, if one envisioned a simple 
safety compliance program and a return to the clubs using their own local knowledge and expertise 
to appoint gun captains, invite guns and manage gunning we could develop a system that puts the 
liability where it should be and advance our cause of safely and effectively having trial shot by 
providing for quality control and people development at the club level. 

  In short, the need is simple we have a abundance of educational material on shooting trials.  We lack a 
management process and system for ensuring that trials are shot safely and enhance the performance 
of the dogs.  The management of a trial is the providence of the club.  At current some clubs are 
advocating responsibility for management to the interclub safety chairs and parent club.  The interclub 
safety chairs and parent club have no process or documentation for such management.  All parties are 
interested in preserving the game and ensuring safety.  In this interest we hear that “we are only one 
bad shot away form being shut down” and tend to have a mantra to manage to that level.  This is a 
failed management strategy for protecting the game especially if management is on a central level as it 
endeavors to do the accomplishable by putting all clubs and the game in the same boat under one 
management system.  If each club is responsible for its gunning management and each gun is 
responsible for their own actions and the ESSFTA and akc provide only a safety education program then 
the field trial game is not at as great a risk from a single incident in a single club. 



We still need to endeavor to enhance safety at field trials, this is best done at the grass roots level where 
local knowledge of the people and their abilities exist.  Clubs should only utilize folks to shoot trials that 
they have personal knowledge of either because the person regularly shoots training, or they have seen 
them shoot in training or trial circumstances. 

 

In addition to the above would recommend at the club level documents and process put forth for 
managing the shooting at club trials. 

   

1) Documents for utilization by Gun captains and field trial committees 
a. Invitation letter to shoot trial 
b. Social contract w expectations and consequences 
c. Gun captain job description 
d. Inherent qualities necessary in a gun captain 
e.  Guidance Managerial process for fulfilling Gun Captain’s responsibilities  
f. Std procedures 
g. Blue book 
h. Green book 
i. Field trial gunning educational course 

 

I submit this after doing a thorough audit of the available materials to support gunning of field trials in 
North America.  In addition, I have over the past 3 years asked in depth questions to the chair of the 
interclub gunning commission, countless well known and respected guns, dog owners, handlers and 
competitors.  I by no means believe that my solution is the end of the story and that it needs to evolve. 

My solution is to implement a simple education program on safety via AKC. Have dialogue with clubs 
that they use documents to protect themselves and the game understanding that liability falls to the 
gun and the club so they need to take responsibility for management. AKC rule in Chapter 6 section 5 
changes to reduce parent club liability and state “Guns and gun captains are chosen by clubs but must 
be graduates of the AKC gunning safety course”.  The wording of this should be written by a lawyer.  The 
club makes their hiring decisions asking if gun has completed this requirement.  The club and gun own 
the liability so they should put in place a process and system for hiring and management at the local 
level and are provided some documents which they have full right to use and modify to meet their 
needs.   

In the absence of this solution, I pose these simple questions: 

1) Who is responsible for the management of gunning and gunning incidents that will ensure our 
game survives? 

2) What processes do they have in place to manage issues of safety or conduct? 
3) What is the process to become a gun captain?  Be removed as a gun Captain? 
4) What things are we looking for in a Gun Captain? -  Best shot or best manager- Manager or best 

salesperson 



5) How far can you go in prescribing who a club must use before you own the liability?   

 

Kind regards, 

Clay Earl 

 

 

 

 


